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Abstract

THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSING HALF:
THE DEVELOPING FEMALE INVESTIGATOR TROPE IN DETECTIVE FICTION
Anthony E. Farah
Thesis Chair: Hui Wu, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
May 2019
While mainstream thought considers Poe’s C. Auguste Dupin to be the first
detective with Murders in the Rue Morgue his debut appearance, the female detective
trope has her origin in E.T.A. Hoffman’s Das Fräulein von Scuderi. Despite her vintage,
the mademoiselle’s role as investigator was overshadowed by her male counterparts in
detective fiction, first in time not here being first in right. In subsequent detective fiction
a la Poe, the female’s role is typically that of a body—a victim or a corpse exploited by
both author and character alike, crimes against who throws a patriarchal world into
disorder (e.g., McChesney 3). The male detective must then solve the crime restoring
order. This portrayal of gendered roles in the Anglo-American rendition of the genre is
artificial, resulting in an imbalanced genre reflecting and reinforcing a patriarchal society
at large. Yet the female in detective fiction is changing. New (and old) female sleuths
present more-balanced characters, employing both the cold logic used by their male
counterparts and their very own, very distinctive modus operandi. These female
detectives balance science and superstition, reason and emotion, and restore not only
order but also balance to a world thrown into chaos. Most importantly, more female
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detectives act in complimentary concert with male counterparts presenting balanced lives.
Most importantly, when the female investigator appears in heavily male-dominated,
machista cultures, her role is also a vehicle for protest and demand for social change.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“It didn’t do any good to try to help people. To hope that things would change, that there
would be more justice and everything would be simpler was a dream, as eternal as it was
useless.”
–Lónia Guiu, Study in Lilac.
In the Anglo-American tradition, thinking of the detective fiction genre as a
“Gentleman’s Club” is understandable given the pervasive trope of the logic-driven or
hardboiled male detective (Schaub 1); the female’s role is typically that of a body—a
victim or a corpse exploited by both author and character alike whose death throws a
patriarchal world into disorder (e.g., McChesney 3). The male detective must then solve
the crime restoring order. This portrayal of gendered roles in the Anglo-American
rendition of the genre is artificial, resulting in an imbalanced genre reflecting and
reinforcing a patriarchal society at large (Molinaro 103). This paper argues that when
modern authors depart from the traditional Anglo-American formulaic detective stories,
the genre can be used as a social protest vehicle (Demko 4).
The chronicle of detective fiction’s shift from escapist literature to a voice for
social protest is set forth below. First, this paper reviews the genre’s traditional gendered
roles. The male, employing logic, typically fulfills the role of detective; the woman is
usually the victim, and she is a silent one at that. She plays the speechless corpse whose
death is often the chaos-triggering event. Although women have been written into the
detective’s role—from Victorian sleuths to modern “feminist” investigators—their trope
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varies little from either being a male detective in drag, or an “exotic,” exploited for sales
and marketing.
However, a modern, female detective is emerging to present a voice other than
mere victim or man in drag. Looking at the work of non-English language writers Oliver
and Giménez-Bartlett, the role of the detective shifts from merely restoring order to
becoming a vehicle to advocate for (or revenge) the silent, female victim. These writers
employ methods traditionally associated with male and female (logic and emotion) and
combine them within a single investigator like Lonia Guiu, or a male/female duo like
Delicado and Garzón. After exploring the value in this synthesis, Anita McChesney’s
argument that the first detective was not the male, Dupin, but instead a female
investigator, Mlle. Scuderi becomes particularly relevant. The female sleuth’s trope
continues to develop under Argentine writer Angélica Gorodischer whose unnamed
sleuth employs the dualistic tension between logic and emotion, male and female to
successfully resolve her investigation. Finally, Laurie R. King’s Russell and Holmes
series return the genre to its roots and infuse it with a non-silent, non-victimized female
detective.
Thus, new (and old) female sleuths and duos present more-balanced investigators,
employing both the cold logic used by their male counterparts and their very own, very
distinctive modus operandi. These female detectives and duos balance science and
superstition, reason and emotion, and complement their male counterparts’ role to restore
not only order but also balance to a world thrown into chaos. When both male and
female combine, the genre itself becomes more balanced. I conclude that by embracing
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this female investigator, detective fiction becomes more worthy than mere pulp; it
becomes a vehicle for humanity—not just man or woman—to defeat a chaotic world by
using innate (and oppositional) talent.
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Chapter 2
A Masculine Origin for Anglo-American Detective Fiction

Mainstream thought considers Poe’s C. Auguste Dupin to be the first detective
and Poe the progenitor of the genre, although some critics cast back to biblical stories and
Greek drama to define the origin of detective fiction for the purpose of restoring order.
(Skaggs 7). Skaggs notes that crime stories are “cautionary tales” in which the “sovereign
restores order and stability” (13). Restoring order is thus critical to the perpetuation of the
patriarchy (Molinaro 101). But according to Dorothy Sayers, “the detective story had to
wait for its full development for the establishment of an effective police organisation in
the Anglo-Saxon countries” (17). Development of a police force coupled with police
science allowed for the birth of C. Auguste Dupin in “Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘The Murders in
the Rue Morgue’, published in 1841, [being] often identified as the first detective story”
(19).
Therefore, to define detective fiction, prevailing critical thought looks to Rue
Morgue and Dupin for the earmarks of whether a story rightly belongs in the genre, as is
stated by nearly every anthology or compendium of, or companion to, detective fiction
(e.g., Priestman 1). Importantly, as defined by Rue Morgue, the genre treats women as
passive female victims, whose deaths upset rational order, which must be set right by the
male detective. (McChesney 2)i Indeed, set up this way, the woman is completely
marginalized and silenced (McChesney 1). In Rue Morgue, amateur investigator C.
Auguste Dupin becomes intrigued with a newspaper account of the brutal murder of two
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women. Investigating the crime, Dupin uses deductive logic—he calls it
“ratiocination”—to discover that the murderer was (the most primitive of masculine
symbols) an orangutan who escaped from captivity. Thus the seminal detective story—
the one to which mainstream critical thought looks at as the original—is perforce a maleonly game, to be solved by application of male logical reasoning—the world set right, the
crime resolved—by the application of logic and mental acumen (later, Agatha Christie’s
Hercule Poirot might say, “the little grey cells”), with all loose ends neatly tied up. To
resolve all issues, the dénouement reveals the reasoning of the detective whose male
voice narrates the story, solves the crime, and exposes the perpetrator, over the corpse of
the silent feminine victim, or as McChesney concludes, “the detective narrative and its
creation thereby become privileged male spheres of operation” (2).
After Dupin, Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes precisely follows the maledominated, female-bereft milieu of detective fiction. In his original incarnation, Holmes
has little regard for women (save, of course, the one-and-only Irene Adler). Rather,
Holmes actively disparages women, remarking in The Valley of Fear, “I am not a wholesouled admirer of womankind” (“Sherlock Holmes”). Holmes, whose entire modus
operandi rests on the bedrock of logic finds “the motives of women … inscrutable ….
How can you build on such quicksand? (“Sherlock Holmes”). After all, Holmes considers
that the “emotional qualities are antagonistic to clear reasoning” (“Sherlock Holmes”). ii
Thus, the genre of detective fiction, if birthed by Poe and reinforced by Doyle, follows a
rigid pattern—marginalized and silenced females, a dénouement which ties up all loose
ends narrated by a male, and a solution made plain by the pure logic employed by the
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male detective. Since mainstream scholars believe the genre is defined by Poe’s example,
it was clearly conceived as a male-only game, a “gentleman’s club.”
One explanation for the male-centric bias of detective fiction is, as feminist critics
suggest, that crime stories are stories of crises in patriarchy. According to Teresa L.
Ebert, the problems occurring at the beginning of the detective story “reproduce
fundamental contradictions in patriarchy that jeopardize its hegemony and undermine its
production of the necessary gendered subjects” (6). And according to Molinaro, distilling
the vast library of detective fiction,
When women, or members of other minority groups within
a dominant culture, attempt to subvert the victim/victimizer
dichotomy essentialized by the detective fiction formula,
and particularly by the “hard-boiled” sub-genre, they often
go missing, converted into corpses, controlled by physical
enclosure, or claimed by the conventions of romance. (102)
When patriarchy is threatened—when the world is thrown into disorder and chaos by an
unsolved crime—it falls to the detective to restore order and security to society
(McChesney 3). Having a male detective fulfill this central role falls naturally to the male
hegemony. Yet the most prominent male detectives in the genre are fractured,
dysfunctional, imbalanced characters.
A genre where the female population is victimized, silenced, and marginalized by
men can only lead to an unbalanced, dysfunctional realm. And the male detectives—who
not only lack but despise any female traits—are themselves deeply flawed. A deep inner
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turmoil experienced by male detectives is manifest throughout the genre, and one can
only wonder whether such flaws spring from the repression of the female half of the
world. Consider: C. Auguste Dupin (social recluse), Thomas Magnum (ne’er do well
grifter living from paycheck to paycheck), Sherlock Holmes (cocaine addict and social
misfit), Hercule Poirot (“funny little man”), Mike Hammer (alcoholic misanthrope with
anger issues), Dave Robicheaux (recovering alcoholic with relentless PTSD), and so on.
These characters consistently deny half of their world by relegating a woman’s role to
that of the silenced, marginalized victim and devaluing any contribution a woman might
make, unless such contribution springs solely from logical deduction. The halfworld/half-truth/half-person perpetuated by these detectives excludes the female from
their sphere, except as silent victim. They are unbalanced characters inhabiting an
unbalanced, patriarchal world.
The Anglo-American tradition of detective fiction, with its imbalance in gendered
roles, has not traditionally received serious critical attention. Poe himself considered his
creation, Dupin, to be an unbalanced character lacking in diversity. The “hair-splitting”
of Dupin “is all done for effect” according to Poe (Armistead 2:328). According to their
author, readers consider the Dupin stories of ratiocination
more ingenious than they are — on account of their method
and air of method. In ‘The Murders in the Rue Morgue’, for
instance, where is the ingenuity of unravelling a web which
you yourself (the author) have woven for the express
purpose of unravelling? The reader is made to confound the
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ingenuity of the supposititious Dupin with that of the writer
of the story. (Amistead 2:328)
And traditional critical thought maintained that the stories were mere fluff. According to
Reyes, “until not long ago, reading detective novels was the most embarrassing form of
escapism. A thing done behind closed doors, with reserve” (63). Likewise, the
Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction’s Introduction starts with “until quite recently,
the words ‘Cambridge Companion’ and ‘Crime Fiction’ would have seemed mutually
exclusive” (Priestman 1).
It is important to note that while detective fiction has been regarded as mere fluff
until only recently, female authors with women investigators are not unknown to the
genre (e.g., Reyes 63, Priestman 1). However, to participate in the Anglo-American
detective story, women detectives had to behave like men. For example, consider
William Stephens Hayward’s sleuth, Mrs. Paschal. Paschal is a widow and cross-dresses
as a man during her investigation. Nichols suggests that Paschal—and other Victorian-era
female detectives—“crossed those gender boundaries and began to display traits which
were typically expected of men and masculinity” (6). Indeed, my analysis can be summed
up by the title of Melissa Schaub’s book: Middlebrow Feminism in Classic British
Detective Fiction: The Female Gentleman (emphasis added) (1).
Yet, despite being a male-privileged sphere, there has never been a dearth of
woman authors and female detectives seeking admittance. Although generally restricted
to men, women still sought entrance as detective fiction progressed from Poe to today. In
recent years, a veritable floodtide of women has emerged within the genre of detective
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fiction. In 2002, the late professor Carolyn G. Heilbrun said that recent print media
“included more women sleuths that I could count” which led her believe “a revolution
had arrived” (419). Heilbrun, who was a bestselling detective novelist writing under the
nom de plume Amanda Cross, regarded the revolution, “like all women’s revolutions” as
“little noticed,” but insisted that a wave of female leads had arrived, “female protagonists
who did not conform to any female pattern yet devised, inscribed, or recommended,”
citing primarily the works of P.D. James and Ruth Rendell (419-421). Truly, from the
1980s onward, female detective fiction writers and female detective characters
blossomed. For example, consider Cara Black’s Aimée Leduc. The very entertaining
series featuring this female detective has been described “like a gateway drug,” leading
the interest in female detectives in popular fiction (Dilworth 25). By June 2017, the top
ten bestseller list from Publisher’s Weekly featured “twisty mysteries” from Nora
Roberts, Paula Hawkins, and Ruth Ware three female authors featuring three female
protagonists. But did they, as Heilbrun suggests, refuse to conform to patriarchal
standards?
In other words, does the recent influx of women sleuths herald the advent of a
new type of detective—a distinctly female one? Perhaps not; at least in her incarnations
after Mademoiselle Scuderi, the female detective presented nothing new Consider Sara
Paretsky’s hard-boiled female detective V. I. Warshawski. She gets into physical fights.
According to Décuré, “Vic [Warshawki] is tough. She acts tough, she speaks tough. Men
resent it. Women (in life or in fiction) do not usually grab a man by his collar and yank
him out of his chair” (228). And the female—“feminists”—in another author Ruth
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Rendell’s crime fiction end up having nervous breakdowns. As Rendell’s male character
remarks, “She’s not what you might call a natural feminist, and now she has to approach
feminism not from an emotional standpoint but from what is – well, right and just”
(Heilbrun 424). This sounds suspiciously like Sherlock Holmes who believes “emotional
qualities are antagonistic to clear reasoning” (“Sherlock Holmes”). Though they be
female, these new women detectives and other female characters are simply the modern
version of early female detectives who, to participate in the genre, played the part of the
“Female Gentleman” (Schaub 58).
The position that these new female sleuths merely dress like women but act like
men is not without support. Anne Cranny-Francis reaches a similar conclusion in
“Gender and Genre: Feminist Rewritings of Detective fiction.” There, Cranny-Francis
holds that one detective, “Kate Fensler goes on to duplicate the role of the conventional
male detective” (83). Another scholar, Joy Palmer, examines Patricia Cornwell’s woman
detective Kate Scarpetta. Examining Scarpetta—a forensic examiner whose modus
operandi is based upon the logical scientific method— Palmer concludes that Cornwell’s
adoption of “the conventional form and masculinist empiricism is fundamentally
conservative and problematic for feminist interpretation” (Palmer 59). Munt described
the new female detectives as “sheep in wolves’ clothing” a moniker suggestive of their
masculine mascaraed in a masculine genre (29). These women detectives strained were
“difficult to place as either ‘mainstream’ or ‘liberal feminist’” (Munt 30). Munt notes this
dichotomy and appears to lament the wasted opportunity for these authors and characters
to effect meaningful social and cultural change. As demonstrated below in a more
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detailed treatment of Aimée Leduc, many of the female detectives now appearing do not
significantly advance female agency. Indeed, Munt notes that these female characters
effect “the appropriation of masculine structures of agency and aggression” (40).
Thus, female detectives become masculine, employing logic only. Playing on the
corpus delicti of criminal prosecution, Palmer suggests that detective fiction has morphed
into a scientific field fit for forensic physicians, who use forensic tools of detection to
solve the crime. Palmer notes that, for at least Cornwell who portrays her protagonist
with masculine tendencies, the work brings into question the feminist underpinnings of
her work. Such exploitation, argues Palmer, only makes it more difficult for women
authors and characters to escape the stifling female trope forced upon them by a male
hegemony in the genre of detective fiction. The “body” at issue could be the body of the
victim in the novel, the body of the author’s work, or the female body which has been
continually exploited.
Thus, rather than advancing female agency, portraying a female character who
otherwise exemplifies masculine traits and follows a stereotypically male gendered role is
perhaps a mere marketing ploy. As late as 2017, Jermyn observes the shifting attitude
regarding violence toward women, lamenting that crimes against the female—especially
occurring on TV crime drama—are nearly erotic portrayals of crime designed to increase
viewer attendance (259). Such a position reaffirms the validity of Huggan’s Postcolonial
Exotic theory—where women are only exploited for marketing purposes, and that the
male hegemony remains unchanged, continuing to utilize and marginalize women (119).
In short, sex sells, and the market is not above exploitation.
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Yet the female sleuth persisted. As set forth below, international authors, and new
Anglo-American detective fiction writers are exploring new ways to develop the female
sleuth by both recognizing the uniquely feminine methods they employ and
acknowledging the duality of human existence.
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Chapter 3
Unsuccessful—But Entertaining—Female Detectives

The new female detective as detailed above does little to effectively advance
female agency and recast gendered roles in detective fiction. Although the genre is vastly
popular, gaining notable attention throughout media, the genre has only had mixed
success in changing the pervasive female trope from silenced to having a voice as set
forth above.. Still, the power of this genre to reach and connect with both popular and
scholarly readers is manifest. As I discuss below, many writers like Cara Black or
Cordelia Gray are ineffective producing a suitable genre-changing female investigator.
Hope for this trope, however, remains vital: international authors in Spain and Argentina,
and other writers in the Anglo-American tradition are effectively using the genre as a
vehicle for social protest against both oppressive government and oppressive machista
culture.
First, consider the typical Anglo-American new female detective. Cara Black’s
Aimée Leduc is one of these new female detectives whose discards feminism for
exoticism—a female character, but one who follows the male detective paradigm dressed
up as an exotic. Her first appearance in Murder in the Marais assembles all the hot
buttons for exoticism in a single volume. First, consider the setting, Paris. Hemingway
described the City of Lights as “a moveable feast” that stays with one forever (Durham
82). It is an exotic locale. Then, there is Aimée’s detective business partner, René, “a
handsome dwarf with green eyes and a goatee” who is also a computer hacker and
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martial arts expert (Black 26). So far, it’s a bit of a sideshow. The bad guys, too, are
exotics: Nazis. Hired by a Holocaust foundation to identify a woman in an encrypted
photograph, Aimée goes up against both Parisian neo-Nazis and the old guard known as
“Werewolves” ultimately preventing France from adopting a fascist trade treaty with
Germany.
Along the way, Aimée solves a murder. In keeping with the conventional form of
the genre, the victim is female—a now-silenced-in-death Holocaust survivor (Black 1213). All the elements here are ripe for resolution by a conventional male detective. Thus,
despite exotic window dressing, Murder in the Marais and Aimée Leduc are
conventional in almost every other way. Consider Aimée: her private investigator agency
specializes in computer security, with she herself an accomplished computer hacker
(Black 6). Her profession thus labels her methodology as logic based—she thinks like a
machine and her clients tell her, “computer penetration is your field” (Black 6). Given
that logic is the prime character trait of the conventional male-detective (and computers,
too), and its essential role in the dénouement, one must conclude that Aimée Leduc
merely wears the trappings of a woman but brings no shift to the genre for women.
Although the books are highly entertaining, well-written, and function as an homage to
Paris, they offer nothing new for the woman’s role in the genre of detective fiction.
Other new female sleuth characters also offer little to shift the Anglo-American
detective genre from its patriarchal focus which exploits the woman. Such a shift is
critical to balance the genre. Martella suggests that a feminist author of detective fiction
is one who “seeks to identify in the feminine experience and construction of social reality
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a distinctive voice, recognizable in the different perspective it brings to bear on the
construction and resolution of moral problems” (31). Yet, despite this effort, female
investigators trend toward the male half of the binary. Indeed, little has altered Dorothy
L. Sayers’ belief that “fictional female detectives, few as they were, ‘have not been very
successful’” because of their faulty modus operandi (194). While James creates Cordelia
Gray in the novel An Unsuitable Job for a Woman, as a female hardboiled detective, by
the end of the work, Gray retires from hardcore investigations and resorts to finding pets.
Reddy argues that while these investigators conform to the hardboiled conventions of
their male counterparts, they also “finally turn those conventions on their heads,”
primarily because of the difference of meaning between men and women of the solitary
life. Reddy argues that because a woman’s life has often been defined by their
relationships with men, a solitary woman is really bucking convention. Still authors
continued “questioning the conventional plot’s restoration of order, and centralising a
female consciousness” and the genre was ripe for the inclusion of minority authors with
minority female investigators creating a counter-tradition (Reddy 202). But the road
would not be an easy one. One critic suggests that the “hard-boiled mode, the most
misogynistic of the various sub-genres of crime fiction, would seem to be an unlikely
candidate to support a feminist reworking” (Scaggs 77).
Certainly, portrayals of female detectives comport the concept of Female
Masculinity (Sims 43). Women, according to Sims, are punished further because of their
failure to conform to the traditional norms of womanhood (Sims 43). Successful female
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protagonists, argues Sims, achieve success only because of their adherence to traditional
gender portrayals (47).
Changing the typical role of the female in detective fiction changes readers’
consciousness about the role of women in society. Raising societal consciousness over
how poorly machista culture treats women does more than advance gender equality in an
abstract, academic sense. Instead, equalizing and balancing gender roles reveals that
violent crimes like rape and domestic abuse against women have not been perceived to be
serious in machista culture, receiving at best patronizing attention. In fiction, portraying
the woman as detective, and hence restorer of balance and order—and if need be,
instrument of revenge—changes the way real world crime against women is perceived
and pursued.
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Chapter 4
The Female Detective’s Voice for Social Change

There are, however, authors redefining the role of the female investigator,
combining the duality of human existence to bring balance to the genre. Consider the
burgeoning appearance of female investigators in Spanish crime fiction—a heavily
machista culture and previously a bastion of male-only detectives. Despite the
fundamental imbalance in current male-dominated detective fiction Spanish women
authors “articulate a feminist ideology” and use “detective fiction in order to explore the
issue of rape in relation to female agency and victimization” (Molinaro 103). Citing
Oliver’s Estudi in Lila and Giménez-Bartlett’s Ritos de muerte, Molinaro suggests that
this work could be a vehicle for political and social change.
Traditionally in Spain, violent crimes against women like rape, did not necessarily
receive the appropriate attention owing to the extant male hegemony (Molinaro 103).
Rape was tied to the male prerogative to trade in female sexuality as a commodity and an
allegory for patriarchal power (Molinaro 104). Rape is the central crime in Oliver and
Giménez-Bartlett’s books, with murder occurring only as a secondary plot element.
While both Oliver and Giménez-Bartlett’s detectives discover the criminal rapist, they
diverge in their solutions to the crime.
In Giménez-Bartlett’s Ritos de muerte, police detective Petra Delicado
investigates a series of rapes. Teamed with an at-first unwilling male subordinate, Fermin
Garzón, Petra follows a series of leads until eventually finding their suspect the rapist
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Juan Jardiel. Jardiel escapes custody, the Petra finds his body and turns to find his
murderer. Eventually, Petra manipulates Jardiel’s sister into confessing to the murder.
The sister did so—and feigned the rape of the first victim after killing her—to restore
honor to Jardiel and protect the family name. The novel concludes with Petra’s onceunwilling partner appreciating Petra’s devotion to the police force and predicts “una larga
y hermosa amistad” where they continue to fight crime in the existing patriarchal
hegemony.iii According to Molinaro, such a resolution merely perpetuates a maledominated world, “a man’s world that polarizes men (and women who act like men)
against women, in part because the police procedural prescribes solidarity within the
police force” (111).
However, there is an alternative—or concurrent—explanation for this reasoning,
and solidarity is at the heart of it. Delicado and Garzón form a genuine partnership. They
combine the two parts of the male/female binary to create a whole, human investigative
force. Their efficacy as investigators provides voice and agency to the female victims in
the story. For example, as the victims of sexual assault multiply, only Petra Delicado
speaks for them. When confronting, even her partner at the outset, about the victims’
rights, she sees Garzón, “puso cara de que un profundo respeto por las jerarquías le
impedía reírse. Su bigote chicano se esponjó de desprecio.” iv And Petra muses about what
will happen to women if they continue to be passive victims. “¿Era éste el destino de una
mujer? ¿Permanecen siempre presents los maridos, amigo, amantes que alguna vez
pasaron por su vida?”v In other words, could a woman ever have a voice of her own?
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Rejecting silence and capitulation as the fate of women, Petra finds the criminal.
She convinces her partner, Garzón, to seek justice for victimized women, changing his
attitude. Where before, like the patriarchy, when confronted with a rape case, “Garzón
estaba inexpresivo, un inglés a la hora del té,” he later becomes a champion of womens’
rights and continues in a partnership with Petra. vi Thus, through her advocacy for the
female victims, Petra converts the male patriarchy to possess greater sympathies for
crimes against women. By remaining within the police force, they retain the potential to
change the system without subverting and destabilizing society as a whole.
Similar to Petra Delicado, author Alafair Burke crafted a female police detective,
with a male police partner. The partnership is complimentary, like the “larga y hermosa
Amistad” between Delicado and Garzón, although Hatcher and Rogan are equal in rank.
In All Day and a Night, Burke’s detectives investigate cold case serial murders when new
evidence surfaces suggesting that the wrong man was imprisoned for the crimes. The
victims were all female and engaged in the sex trade. Clearly Burke, like Bartlett, uses
the crimes against these female prostitutes—and the fact that the crimes were poorly
investigated by the initial detectives—to reveal a patriarchal system deeply
discriminatory to women. However, working together, the female Hatcher and male
Rogan combine to successfully solve the crime. And when the perpetrator is revealed to
be the lieutenant governor of the state, the suggestion that male/female binary can
effectively challenge a patriarchal power structure is too strident to ignore.
In All Day and a Night, Alafair Burke crafts a metaphor for a patriarchal society
cast into disorder. In a classic procedural, Burke’s female detective, Ellie Hatcher, and
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her male partner Rogan are tasked to take a “fresh look” at a series of murders that
occurred a decade previously, based upon new evidence which if true suggested that the
man convicted of committing the crimes was innocent of at least one of the killings. This
is the disorder, but importantly, Burke calls into question the prior work of the patriarchal
society, suggesting that the convicted man’s confession was coerced. The victims were
(of course) all women employed in the sex trade as prostitutes or erotic dancers—here,
the body of the women were both objectified and traded by the patriarchy. In a patriarchal
world, the female victim’s sexuality is often “something to be legally or illegally traded
or exchanged” (Molinaro 103). Hatcher and Rogan solve the crime. The investigative pair
determines that one of the victims was murdered, not by the convicted man, but by the
son of one of the prior police officers investigating the original case (Burke 311). And
that “son” is currently the lieutenant governor of the state. In this scenario, Burke has
artfully placed a female detective as a challenger of the patriarchy; by exposing this
politician and the prior police corruption, Burke is giving agency to a female detective to
change the social order from within, much like Petra Delicado.
Other authors create female sleuths who challenge the patriarchy, not from within,
but through extra-judicial means, like Maria-Antonia Oliver. Oliver’s Apol.lónia Guiu
(from Majorca, that’s how her name is spelled) reaches a divergent solution from Petra
Delicado’s or Ellie Hatcher’s in her first novel, Study in Lilac. Rape, again, is central to
the novel’s plot where Lónia is a private detective. Lónia has almost heavy-handed
feminist leanings, but she explains, “If women don’t spell everything out, men never
seem to catch on” (Oliver 10). In the first case, Lónia is hired to find a Majorcan girl who
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has run away. Finding her, Lónia discovers the girl is pregnant from being raped and has
run away from home to avoid the guilt and shame her family will force upon her when
they find out. After allowing the girl to move in with her and not go back to Majorca,
Lónia comes home one day to find that the girl committed suicide in order to retain
control over her body and force the guilt and shame for the rape onto her family. In the
second case, a female antique dealer hires Lónia to locate three men who supposedly
wrote a bad check. As the story develops, Lónia determines that the three men—each of
whom turns up dead after Lónia locates them—raped the antique dealer who has turned
vigilante and is murdering them for revenge. Lónia helps the antique dealer escape
prosecution and accompanies her when she flees the country.
According to Molinaro, Oliver’s Lónia “celebrates the rites and rights of the
victims” and stands in stark contrast to Petra Delicado who merely “critiques the rights
and rites of the victimizers. And between the two lies a world of difference.” (Molinaro
113). Lónia is a new female detective that actually is new, a contrast to the Leducs of the
Anglo-American tradition. Like Gorodischer’s sleuth discussed below, Lónia uses nonlogical (and therefore female-centric) attributes and “solves cases through a combination
of intuition, persistence, help from other sources, and coincidence” (Molinaro 111). Yet,
she also displays male characteristics: she “does effectively wield an electric poker, a
crowbar and mace, she drives like a fiend, and, as she demonstrates repeatedly, she is
quite capable of defending herself against potential attackers” (Molinaro 111). It is this
very combination of opposing talents—a combination of male and female strengths that
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defines something new, different, and powerful rendering the genre of detective fiction
into a voice for social change.
However, Lonia, also remains in a state of imbalance. While she successful in
raising awareness of crimes against women like rape, Lonia’s ultimate solution is extrajudicial. Detective fiction revolves around a crisis in patriarchy. The role of the detective
is to restore order. By supporting the art dealer’s acts of revenge, Lonia foments a new
type of chaos. Vigilantism, while suggestive of justice, is also destabilizing. Thus, while
Petra Delicado and Lonia Guiu both achieve a type of justice for the women victims, they
achieve it through opposite means. Delicado remains within the patriarchal world seeking
to change it. Lonia rejects patriarchal power structure entirely, effecting change, but
becoming an exile. Moreover, Lonia remains disappointed with the outcome of her case;
her actions failed to achieve meaningful change in society at large. As she concludes,
It didn’t do any good to try to help people. To hope that
things would change, that there would be more justice and
everything would be simpler was a dream, as eternal as it
was useless. (Oliver 79)
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Chapter 5
Embracing Both Logic and Intuition

Maria-Antónia Oliver’s Lónia Guiu offers a different trope for the female
detective. This trope varies significantly from her Dupin progenitors in that her modus
operandi incorporates reason, but also embraces feminine characteristics like compassion
and intuition. Thus, the female detective does not silence the other gender—the
dénouement is a multi-gendered sphere where both male and female characteristics—
logic and intuition—play their part for the solution of the crime. It is perhaps misleading
to characterize the female detective using both logic and intuition as a new trope. It may
be better to suggest that she is merely being rediscovered.
This type of female detective’s genesis predates Poe’s The Murders in the Rue
Morgue by 22 years, being birthed by publication in 1819. Having been born in E.T.A.
Hoffman’s Mademoiselle Scuderi, it is possible to find her contemporary counterpart
alive and well, not only in Oliver’s work in Spain, but also in the work of Argentine
feminist author Angélica Gorodischer. By incorporating elements from both spheres—
male and female—Hoffman’s, Oliver’s, and Gorodischer’s detectives present a complete
world containing both genders instead of silencing and excluding one.
In “Das Fräulein von Scuderi” or Mademoiselle Scuderi, Hoffmann created a plot
involving multiple poisonings in Paris and Louis XIV’s creation of a special court to
catch the murderers. Hoffman’s plot generally follows the customary seven rules of the
Poe/Conan Doyale sequence: (1) the Problem, (2) the First Analysis, (3) the
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Complication, (4) the Period of Confusion, (5) the Dawning Light, (6) the Solution, and
(7) the Explanation. Hoffman’s plot hits each of these elements. Hoffman set
Mademoiselle Scuderi in Paris during the reign of King Louis XIV. Crime wave of jewel
thievery and stabbings combine with a series of strange deadly poisonings in Paris. To
combat these crimes, the king of France empanels a special court of investigation, the
Chambre ardente. The Chambre’s broad powers, coupled with its violent investigatory
techniques add another layer of terror to the innocent denizens of Paris.
Then one night a desperate young man calls upon Mlle. de Scuderi, a well-known
and elderly poet often in the court of the king. Although Scuderi’s maid fears the young
caller, he gains admittance but soon flees at the sound of a police patrol who suspects his
involvement with the jewel thieves. The young man leaves a small jewelry box for
Scuderi—containing the work of the famous goldsmith, Cardillac. When Scuderi visits
the goldsmith, she arrives to find his body being taken to the morgue. Cardillac’s
apprentice, Olivier, has been arrested for the murder of the goldsmith. Olivier is engaged
to the goldsmith’s daughter, Madelon. Madelon appeals to Scuderi to investigate the
crime and defend Olivier. Scuderi, motivated by pity, agrees. A convoluted investigation
ensues and eventually Scuderi proves Olivier’s innocence with an elaborate, theatrical
explanation.
Yet, what is most important about the plot is the detective herself—a spinster,
who works in defense of a person unjustly accused of a crime. While the structure of
Mademoiselle Scuderi follows the classic detective fiction plot, the detective’s modus
operandi varies greatly from that of the classic male trope. Mlle. Scuderi, like Lónia as
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discussed above, employs an intuition in addition to reason. “Doubtless,
Mademoiselle…your idea is that, trusting your own feelings—the inward voice—more
than that which happened before our eyes, you would like to examine Olivier’s guilt or
innocence for yourself” (Hoffmann 183-84). But in employing her methods, she faces a
crisis when she feels that her feelings have been betrayed: Scuderi doubts the existence of
empirical truth where fact and imagination, where external logic and internal feelings
intersect (McChesney 15). This precisely describes the tension between opposing
forces—distinction between the rational and irrational. It also sends the message—when
Scuderi’s solution to the crime is correct—that these oppositional forces each have value,
and too, that there is value in the tension itself.
In crafting his female detective, Hoffman employed his serapiontic principle,
“which brings together the seemingly contrasting attributes of reality and fantasy, fact
and imagination” (McChesney 8). While Hoffman’s poetic principle has received little
critical attention, combining opposites occurs commonly enough. According to Susan
Bordo,
The hierarchical oppositions of Western though have
consistently been gender-coded. Characteristic of our
philosophical traditions, for example, is the
conceptualization of reason as a distinctively male capacity.
By contrast, those faculties against which reason variously
has been defined, and which it must transcend—instincts,
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the emotions, sense perception, materiality, the body—
typically have been coded as female. (623-24)
These generalities on the dualistic aspects of human existence can be illustrative. After
all, even the feminist wife of Ruth Rendell’s Wexford’s partner was “not what you might
call a natural feminist, and now she has to approach feminism not from an emotional
standpoint but from what is – well, right and just” (Heilbrun 424). In other words, the
duality of human existence calls for the tension between opposites. If one concedes that
men and women see things differently, then strength lies in the different points of view.
Writing of these generalized characteristics provides an understandable and relatable
framework upon which to hang the plot. In turn, the understandable framework gives a
starting point for both genders to change; like Petra Delicado and Garzón, men and
women can work as equals and coexist in a long and beautiful friendship. Thus,
Hoffman’s serapiontic principle applies, not just to tension between opposites within art
or poetry, but to real-life tensions between genders, and celebrating the balance between
them.
A world and a century away from Hoffman’s Scuderi, Angélica Gorodischer also
recognizes the tension between logic and emotion in her crime novel, Floreros de
alabastro, alfombras de Bokhara. Like Hoffmann’s Scuderi, Gorodischer’s female
detective employs emotion and intuition to return a chaotic world to order. Indeed,
Gorodischer spoke of her sleuth’s crime-solving methodology:
Soy incapaz de sujetarme a una lógica: a la lógica interna
del cuento policial…. Puedo urdir la trama más absurda, la
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más complicada o la más simple, lo que sea, pero no puedo
resolver, como pide la novela problema, el argumento con
lógica. (Dellepiane 629)
And in the book, Gorodischer’s detective rejects reason just like her author.
Razoné. Llegué a una importantísima conclusion: el
razonamiento no sirve para nada. Está fenómeno para un
teorema, para ir a render medicina interna, para integrar
una mesa redonda sobre política agrarian. Pero para mirarse
para adentro y tartar de saber lo que a una le pasa y por qué
le pasa, minga. (Gorodischer 106-107)
Thus, in the view of the traditionally silenced and marginalized female, Gorodischer’s
sleuth faces a similar crisis in the breakdown of reason, but triumphs by trusting her inner
feelings (Gorodischer 106-107). At the same time, Gorodischer’s unnamed sleuth
displays characteristics traditionally associated with males in fiction: she is head of her
household and is a competent automobile mechanic, fixing her male suspect’s Datsun
sports car. Moreover, foreshadowing the end of the novel, Gorodischer suggests that male
attributes are important. In Floreros, when the female sleuth is imprisoned by the villain,
she is rescued by the men Hekke and Braűlsen.
Here is where the balanced nature of this new female detective becomes apparent.
An incarnate collision of logic and emotion, resolution of the new female detective’s
plots depends equally upon either discipline. Gorodischer, in a show of supreme artistry,
comments upon the seeming unreality of the female sleuth in the way Floreros de
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alabastro concludes: After successfully resolving the mystery, Gorodischer’s sleuth
rejects a “public” role—that is, a job. She also rejects the marriage proposal of the subject
of her investigation, Teo Braűlsen. She returns to her domestic role as a mother. “Porque
habían tenido una persona al lado y no una leyenda ni un monument en una plaza. Lo que
se quiere es tener eso, una madre de leyenda y mármol. Persona quién, con qué derecho?”
(Gorodischer 167).vii
And then, Gorodischer’s sleuth does something really intriguing—something
mysterious. She telephones Braűlsen in Mexico and accepts his marriage proposal,
seemingly reverting to the traditional gender roles of machista culture.
What just happened? Why?
Perhaps the answer to the mystery when Gorodischer’s sleuth accepts the
marriage proposal can be found in Laurie R. King’s redux of Sherlock Holmes, pairing
the legendary detective with Mary Russell, a complimentary female counterpart.
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Chapter 6
A Balanced, Human Perspective: Russell & Holmes

As Gorodischer, Hoffman, Oliver, Burke and Bartlett all suggest, a balanced
investigator or investigative team—and a balanced genre—occurs not only when the
female sleuth employs internal attributes of both genders, but also when she combines
with an external male partner. Laurie R. King’s redux of Sherlock Holmes combines both
male and female attributes of investigation, both internally in Mary Russell and
externally in the Russell/Holmes partnership. An examination of King’s Mary Russell
series reveals through settings, characters, crimes, and outcomes that the detective fiction
genre is changing to include an effective, empowered female investigator employing
feminine attributes as an equal and complimentary element to solve crime and influence
social change.
From the outset King makes it clear that detective fiction, if left unchanged and in
the sole control of the male power-structure, is dying. Sherlock Holmes’ first words in
Beekeeping for Beginners—a short story from the male perspective detailing the meeting
of Russell and Holmes—suggest that the Anglo-American tradition of a male-only
detective is dying. According to Holmes, “Any reasonable man may reach a point in his
life where self-destruction becomes a door worthy of consideration. A point at which it
seems that the least a walking anachronism can do for the world is to remove himself
from cluttering the landscape.” As he contemplates suicide, Holmes simultaneously
observes the behavior of bees. In his retirement some years before, Holmes pursued the
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hobby of beekeeping and now considers starting a new hive. He is undecided on his
course, although he is prepared for either suicide or life anew: “My mind was not entirely
made up…my rucksack carried both restoration and death.”
It is April 1915. The world is at war. World War I was unlike any prior human
conflict. Technology demanded reshaped strategies, but a male-only fighting force relied
upon ancient tactics. The war demanded change, but the old patriarchal power structure
was inflexible—fiction of the time suggests that soldiers sent to the front had “been
fooled by their elders into sacrificing themselves” (McFather 8). It is in this world, this
mindset, that the “anachronism” finds himself. At fifty-four years old, in a world
reshaping itself by war, Holmes realizes that he must change or die.
Enter change in the form of Mary Russell, who nearly trips over the seated
Holmes because she has her nose buried in a book. Fifteen years old, Mary Russell is
studying for the entrance exams at Oxford, intent on pursuing a university education—at
the time, a rarity for a woman. In The Beekeeper’s Apprentice, King introduces her
female sleuth, “a feminist, but no man hater” (23). Tellingly, Russell is Jewish. Judaism,
of course, follows matrilineal descent. In the eventual partnership of Russell and Holmes,
King is uniting the duality of human nature, uniting the masculine and the feminine . In
fact, when Russell and Holmes first meet, Russell is dressed in her father’s clothes, and
Holmes mistakes her for a boy. Offended, Russell removes her cap to reveal irrefutably
feminine “blonde plaits” and replies to Holmes, “it’s a damned good thing that you did
retire, if that’s all that remains of the great detective’s mind” (King, Beekeeper’s 22).
Until her reveal, the evidence suggested she was male, e.g., the man’s suit. Holmes’
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reason, therefore, failed him. Perhaps if Holmes possessed feminine intuition, he would
have determined the truth. Yet, this is a technique spurned by the Poe/Conan-Doyle
Anglo-American male detective tradition. To change the tradition, as suggested by
Gorodischer’s conclusion to Floreros, the genre requires an infusion of qualities
generally associated with the feminine, achievable by union between male and female
characters.

Indeed, Russell’s intended course of university study is theology, clearly a

subject with “emotional qualities [which] are antagonistic to clear reasoning” (“Sherlock
Holmes”). And when catching Russell in a minor error, Holmes quips, “theological
training is proving as destructive to the reasoning abilities as I had feared” (King,
Beekeeper’s 114). Thus, King clearly crafted a character to influence change in the
detective fiction genre; Russell is not a return to Schaub’s Victorian “female gentleman.”
As the Russell & Holmes series progresses, Mary Russell (named “for the
Magdalene, not the Virgin”) becomes Holmes’ apprentice, associate, partner, and finally,
spouse. Russell remarks that her apprenticeship is a product of changes wrought by
World War I. At their first meeting, Holmes makes a sidebar comment, “Even ten. But
here? Now?” when he realizes that Russell is the only person worthy of apprenticeship
that he has ever met. Russell later explains that their relationship during the reign of
Victoria or Edward—a scant ten years earlier—would have been “unthinkable” (King,
Beekeeper’s 44). Yet, the war’s changes “dictated that women work outside the
home…and put on men’s boots…” resulting in changing societal standards. Because of
the war, “people simply had no energy to spare for the proprieties” (King, Beekeeper’s
44).
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In this way a new kind of detective partnership is formed, the result of a changing
world which recognizes that the female aspect of humanity is as important to detective
work as male stereotype of logic and reason. In A Monstrous Regiment of Women,
Russell considers joining world of a “charismatic feminist mystic,” but so doing would
exclude Holmes and preclude marriage. Although tempted, Russell chooses Holmes—in
much the same way as Gorodischer’s sleuth at first rejects, then accepts Teo Braűlsen’s
marriage proposal. In this way, the new female detective incorporates aspects of the
opposite gender; an investigative duo infuses gender balance and siphons dysfunction
from a genre whose overriding theme is to restore order to a world thrown into chaos.
This is not to say that the Russell & Holmes world is free from male hegemony.
Like Gorodischer, Bartlett, and Oliver set their characters in the machista cultures in
Argentina, Mexico, and Spain, King routinely sends her female detective to the stillrepressive to women Arabic world. In O Jerusalem and Garment of Shadows, to name
but two of many instances, Russell disguises herself as a man to successfully infiltrate the
target community of the investigation. Yet, by the end of these stories, Russell invariably
reveals her true gender and finds acceptance as a woman and an equal.
In the entertainments of Russell & Holmes, important topics of feminism,
equality, theology, and love underlay a compelling depiction of a world in transition from
the old guard to the new. As the world changes, the female investigator trope has likewise
evolved—from the spinster Mlle. Scuderi, to the police partnership between Delicado and
Garzón, to the marriage of the Russell and Holmes—demonstrating equality between the
genders, celebrating the feminine along with the masculine, and balancing a genre.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

The Female Detective can trace her origin to Hoffman’s Mademoiselle Scuderi, a
work predating Poe’s Dupin by 22 years. Hoffman’s serapiontic principle pertained to the
mademoiselle: she was a character of both logic and intuition, reason and imagination
and was the unified embodiment of these extremes. Since Scuderi, female detectives
follow this principle. Petra Delicado works with a male counterpart, and when each
fulfills their gendered role, they combine as one. Lónia Guiu and Gorodischer’s unnamed
sleuth employ characteristics traditional philosophy describes as female and male. And
Russell and Holmes are rewriting the genre’s roots in Sherlock Holmes. Each of these
detectives, singly or in pairs, is bringing balance to the genre.
However, this balance is not to just restore the patriarchy; nor does it seek to
destroy it. Gorodischer’s sleuth demonstrates that her role as a mother does not contradict
her role as a head of household. Her status as a woman does not preclude her from being
a competent automobile mechanic. Likewise, Lónia Guiu’s status as a female does not
mean she is not the best driver in Barcelona. Lónia’s status as a detective does not
preclude her from helping a vigilante escape from prosecution for the crimes committed.
And, of course, Scuderi’s own self-doubt does not stop her from resolving a crime, the
solution which eluded everyone else.
Most importantly, these new female detectives give a voice to the once-silenced
women victims in crime fiction novels. Interest in the genre is at a zenith—in Spain alone
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the growth of the genre and the appearance of female authors is rapidly growing. In the
Anglo-American tradition, by June 19, 2017, the top ten bestseller list from Publisher’s
Weekly featured “twisty mysteries” from Nora Roberts, Paula Hawkins, and Ruth
Ware—three female authors featuring three female protagonists. Interest in detective
fiction is soaring, and with it the potential for the genre to bring meaningful cultural and
social change. This new female detective thus gives a voice to women in a genre where
before they played the silenced victim.
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Endnotes

i

Another role is the classic femme fatale, but she is a later trope who does not

appear in Poe. Nonetheless, the femme fatale is the ultimate foil to the male detective,
throwing not only the outside world, but the detective’s inner world into turmoil.
ii

Laurie R. King, in compelling fashion, makes Holmes eat his words. As discussed

in Chapter 4, Sherlock Holmes meets—and marries—his equal and opposite in detective
Mary Russell who is neither victim nor femme fatale.
iii

My translation: “a long and beautiful friendship.”

iv

My translation: “He put on the face that showing only a deep respect for the

hierarchy prevented him from laughing. His Chicano mustache swelled with contempt.”
v

My translation: “Was this the fate of a woman? Are husbands, friends, lovers who

have ever passed through their lives always present?”
vi

My translation: “Garzon was expressionless, an Englishman at tea time.”

vii

My translation: “Because they had a person at their side and neither a legend nor a

monument in a plaza. That is what they wanted, a mother of legend and marble. But a
person, who has such a right?”
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